employees, union says failing to comply with elites — and almost nobody hunter, and the dog reputation on what would become a near-empty shell.

In a deal worth millions with Chinese developer How Brigham Health helped create a

Yes. We can say that it was marginally better than last of 2020, so to speak Dave Barry's 2021 Year in Review: A variant GLOBE MAGAZINE

In first COVID-19 report since Friday, Mass. reports Sewer infrastructure

Fowl meadow in coastal habitat on Norton Point Beach. Swampscott

improvements.

Several local communities will create new parks, including Winnekenni Park in Peabody

Separate $100,000 grants will go toward improvement projects at

will receive $150,000 for construction, upgrades, and improvements.

between the two communities.

Franklin State Forest, received $700,000 to extend the pathway to downtown

charging infrastructure.

At the Walter D. Stone Memorial Zoo in Hopkinton

skating rink.

presidents John Adams and John Quincy Adams were buried, along with their wives, Abigail and Louisa Library. Another Schools, libraries, youth centers, and public facilities

In Lexington.

Service Dog Memorial Park.

Marshall "Major" Taylor, who was also known as the "Worcester Whirlwind," Brom, Bett" Freeman.

Charlie Chieppo, a senior fellow at the Pioneer Institute, criticized the amount of money allocated to communities," said state Representative Aaron Michlewitz, chair of the House Ways and Means

school buses.

The Legislature agreed to funnel $500 million into the fund, but business groups had called for as much Paul Craney, a spokesman for the Massachusetts Fiscal Alliance, said money should not have been
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